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Agricultural production per capita is declining steadily throughout sub-Saharan Africa. At the same time, South America sustains high production after an impressive decade-long sprint to improve productivity and China's yields per capita continue to rise. As a result, sub-Saharan Africa is condemned to food insecurity and an expensive agricultural trade deficit without a revolution in agriculture.

Rather than replacing farm workers, of which there is an abundant supply on the African continent, agricultural technologies will likely help farmers reduce inputs such as herbicides, pesticides and fertilisers through greater precision in their application. Devices such as drones can also help to inspect fields and monitor herd animals. [38] In its 2019 report on the state of climatic conditions in Africa, the World Meteorological Association notes that solar-powered micro-irrigation has the potential not only to offset carbon emissions but also to increase farm-level incomes five to ten times, improve yields by up to 300% and reduce water usage by up to 90. [39]

Mobile technology can alleviate many of the bottlenecks in Africa's smallholder agricultural credit system and enable farmers to access farming inputs at lower costs. For example:

- In Kenya, the company FarmDrive [40] uses machine learning and various data sources to unlock access to credit for smallholder farmers. Once the exact location of the smallholder farm is confirmed, [41] often with reference to a known reference point such as the location of a nearby primary school, the system accesses geospatial information to determine soil quality, weather conditions and market accessibility, and then uses an algorithm to determine a credit score. The associated decision-making tool enables financial institutions to develop small-scale agriculture loan products. In this way, modern technology facilitates a process through which smallholder farmers can access capital to purchase critical farming inputs such as seed, fertiliser and implements that could increase yields and revenues.

- In Ghana, Kenya and Uganda, more than 20 000 farmers have access to affordable insurance contracts (such as against crop failure or the loss of expensive breeding stock) via their smartphones, using blockchain technology. The system uses high-resolution satellite images to detect rainfall and plant growth data and offers advice on what, when and where to plant as well as directing farmers to suitable packaging and distribution centres. [42]

- The World Food Programme's Rural Resilience Initiative (R4) is also helping to implement innovations in finance and insurance to increase food and income security and reduce the climate-related farming risks. Their efforts reached more than 57 000 farmers in Ethiopia, Senegal, Malawi, Zambia and Kenya in 2018. [43]

Over the last decade, the Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA) has invested hundreds of millions of dollars in improved seeds and has doubled maize yields in the 18 countries where they work [44] (although detractors are opposed to these green revolution programmes, [45] calling them efforts to promote industrial agriculture).

These examples reflect some of many emerging African solutions that can help the continent's estimated 50 million smallholder farmers change a traditional farming mindset to one focused on practising agriculture as a business. However, a lack of access to electricity in rural areas and low Internet penetration are major obstacles to applying modern technology in agriculture (also see Theme 7).

Improving soil fertility is another important aspect of improved agricultural production. The use of fertilisers, whether organic or human-made, has greatly boosted yields. Usage in Africa is generally lower than elsewhere in the world despite the soil being poorer than in most other continents. [46] With the limited use of fertiliser soil fertility depletion generally continues unabated. The challenge is that both the manufacturing and application of fertilisers (generally in the form of ammonia as nitrogen supplement) has a heavy carbon emissions toll. [47]
The reason for low fertiliser use in Africa is that prices are far more expensive than elsewhere in the world because the continent generally imports fertiliser instead of manufacturing it. Although the delivered cost at the port is similar to that for other importing countries, the cost of distribution in Africa is higher, reflecting the continent’s poor transport infrastructure, the lack of competition and inappropriate regulations. [48]

Despite a strong lobby against more intensive fertiliser use, various efforts are now underway to increase production of fertilisers on the continent. For example:

• The Indorama Eleme public-private fertiliser plant, which was completed in 2016, intends to turn Nigeria from a large fertiliser importer to a self-sufficient producer and eventually a net exporter. [49]

• Morocco’s OCP Group, which holds 75% of the world’s phosphate reserves (an essential ingredient for phosphate-based fertilisers), has announced plans for a US$1 billion industrial investment in fertiliser plants in Nigeria while constructing a massive plant in Dire Dawa in eastern Ethiopia, at an estimated cost of US$3.7 billion. [50]
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